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Introduction

Energy-Relative enstrophy Model

The statistical equilibrium of barotropic flows on a rotating
sphere is simulated in a wide range of parameter space by
Monte-Carlo methods. A spin lattice Hamiltonian with a
canonical constraint on the kinetic energy and a microcanonical
constraint on the relative enstrophy is formulated as a
convergent family of finite dimensional approximations of the
barotropic vortex statistic on the rotating sphere. As this SpinLattice Hamiltonian model cannot be solved exactly since the
nonzero rotation of the sphere will result in a difficult external
field like term which is spatially inhomogeneous, Monte-Carlo
simulations are used to calculate the spin-spin correlations and
the mean nearest neighbor parity as order parameters or
indicators of phase transitions in the system. Interestingly we
find that at extremely high energy levels or negative
temperatures, the preferred state is a super-rotational
equilibrium state aligned with the planetary spin. For large
values of the planetary spin compared with the relative
enstrophy there appears to be two phase transitions when the
temperature varies from a numerically large negative value to a
large positive value. The latter arises as constrained energy
minimizers which can undergo a tilt instability of the axis of
atmospheric rotation. This means the axis of atmospheric
rotation does not always point in exactly the same direction of
the axis of planetary spin but wobbles a little. A simple mean
field theory which constrains the relative enstrophy only in an
averaged sense and relaxes the angular momentum, gives
critical temperatures that are consistent with the Monte-Carlo
simulations.

 Canonical constraint on the kinetic energy

Partition Function for Energy –
Relative enstrophy Model

 Microcanonical constraint on the relative enstrophy
 Total circulation is set to zero

According to the mean field theory given by Prof. Lim [1], there
should exist two phase transitions at positive and negative
temperatures when the planetary spin is large enough compared to
relative enstrophy .
Fig 3: The most probable
state vs. . With planetary
spin = 60 and relative
enstrophy = 128.

Why did we choose this model?
This model can remove the low temperature defect in
the classical energy-enstrophy theory (canonical in
both kinetic energy and enstrophy). It should be a
better model to simulate the phase-transition since it is
well defined at all temperatures.

Phase Transition

Gibbs canonical – microcanonical
probability

Relative to our aim of getting a statistical mechanics
model for super and sub-rotation, it is better to free
angular momentum; also relaxation of angular
momentum is necessary for modeling of the wobble
where the rotational axis of the barotropic atmosphere
tilts away from the fixed north-south axis of planetary
spin.

Fig 4: Energy vs.
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Fig 1:The color convention
for positive vorticity is red
and for negative is blue.
With the predominance of
red colors in the north
hemisphere denotes the most
probable state for negative
is a pro-rotating solid-body
flow state.

Expanding the Hamiltonian function
in terms of the orthonormal
spherical harmonics, we get

The z component of the angular momentum is
, the x and y
components are
and
. Adding small amounts of x and y
angular momenta to a large z angular momentum is equivalent to
tilting the axis of the atmospheric rotations away from the planetary
spin axis.

Projecting the SuperRotation sphere on the
spherical harmonics, the
biggest component is on

Fig 2: With the predominance
of blue colors in the northern
hemisphere implies the most
probable for positive is a
counter-rotating solid-body
flow state.
Projecting the Sub-Rotation
sphere on the spherical
harmonics, the biggest
component is on negative

Fig 5: The planetary spin = 10 , relative enstrophy =128 and =10 . The
dashed blue line denotes the rotational axis of the atmosphere while the red
line is the planetary spin axis .
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